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CATALOGUE OF WORKS
PUBLISHED BY

H. K. LEWIS, 136 GOWER STREET,

LONDON, W.C.

Mediuvi Mo, Morocco half bound, £1 11s. 6d.

MARTIN’S ATLAS
OF

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
EDITED BY

A, MARTIN.
Docent in the University of Berlin.

TRANSLATED AND EDITED WITH ADDITIONS BY

FANCOURT BARNES, M.D., M.R.C.P.
Physician to the British Lying-in Hospital; Assistant Physician to the Royal Maternity

Charity of London, &c.

" Such a book as that now under notice is indeed novel in its plan, and remarkably

attractive and valuable in its achieved purpose If one should begin to enumerate all

the features that yield masterly effects to the eye or lend interest to the mind, the spirit

of commendation would continue throughout the whole work. So much is there in this

splendid series of plates that excites our admiration, that mere words of praise seem tame.

One must pass an hour or more in turning over the leaves, and even then only a modicum
of its value reveals itself. We are glad that the work has been brought before the profes-

sion of this country, since to practitioners as well as students it must prove of inestimable

service. It fills a place not hitherto occupied, and meets a want that has often been ex-

pressed, but never satisfied. The publisher deserves thanks for his part of the enterprise,

and we earnestly trust that a liberal patronage will revvard him.”

—

Boston Medical Library
Journal.

“ This valuable and classic series of illustrations, first published by Professor Edward
Martin in iS6i, has long had a great reputation in Germany as being of great service to

practitioners as well as students of midwifery. It includes 98 pages of plates, with an
average of 5 illustrations on each, many of which are coloured, and some drawn on a large
scale, so as to occupy the whole page, where this has seemed desirable. The subjects
treated range through the whole of midwifery and gynaicology, beginning with normal and
abnormal pelves, and ending with illustrations of some of the most important obstetric
gynjecologic instruments used in Germany and in this country The descriptive letter-

press is very full and accurate, and the whole makes an extremely handsome volume, of
portly yet not of cumbrous size. This atlas has nothing of its kind to compete with it in
the English language, and will no doubt be warmly welcomed by obstetricians and gynte-
cologists and students of the advanced class.”

—

British Medical Journal, July loth, i88o.

“ The atlas is the most complete and comprehensive work of its kind Nearly every
point, anatomical, physiological, obstetrical, and gynacological, is illustrated in the best
way by well known authors, from whose works the late Dr. Martin culled his illustrations.
As a work of reference to the practitioner, the atlas is invaluable; while to the student
who wishes to refresh his memory in the readiest way, and in the shortest time, it will be
very useful.”

—

London Medical Record, ]uly 15th, 1880.
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With Illustrations in Chronio-lithograjliy, 719 j>ayes, Fioy. 8vo, 25s.

ON

THE BILE,

JAUNDICE, AND BILIOUS DISEASES

J. WICKHAM LEGG, F.R.C.P.

Assistant Physician to Saint Bartholomew's Hospital, and Lecturer on

Pathological Anatomy in the Medical School,

“ It seems to us an exhaustive epitome of all that is known upon the subject.”—P/itlfl-

delphia Medical Times, 1880.

' It is indeed a valuable book, and the best storehouse of knowledge in its department

that we know oV'—Pacific Medical and Surgical Journal, San Francisco, 1880.

“This volume is one which will command professional respect and attention It is

nerhaos the most comprehensive treatise upon the subjects treated ever published in the

Fnelish lan^uave tL subjects discussed in this volume enter largely into the every-

day work oAhe practising physician, and are among the most intricate and important in

the Xle domain of medfcal sciences. The liver being the largpt gland in the human

bod^ is of grTat importance in its functional relations to health. No organ is more abused

^^"n thitTreat°4 its functions are fully considered, and much light has been thrown upon

its various Kns to health and treatment in disease The author has presented to the

profession a work of great vAneT-BalUmore Medical Journal, U. S. A., 1880.

“ The chapter which treats of the bile-acids on the heart is excellent, and the views of

• • r,fps ri#»nrlv flnri accuratelv given. The classification of xanthelasma
various experimenters are

Ulfstrating this condition of the skin will be

^“i\f"elrr^rac\rtJoner
"^

T^^^^ t?eat of acute yellow atrophy are,

found useful We regret that want of space prevents our noticing some
perhaps, ^est in the book.^

coveted in these chapters, but we would advise every
of the very valuable tracts w

; number of bibliographical references in this book,

JI?;!rneTt a vaTuibl'eTddiU^^^^ every ed^uc/ted practitioner.”-T;. P.r-

mingham Medical Review^ Oct. 1880.

and It IS one of great
derive from it both information and pleasure;

whole, that anyone who
‘B^^^nest hard work, of wide reading, and an impartial at-

it gives such ample evidence °f^^^
tempt to state the case

“dical literature, from which most observers in

L;'dAii‘nVoV,hVpS':“L •« i>»p' »' *

cal Record, July, 1880.

“It is a valuable work of reference and a welcome addition to medical literature.”-

Dublin Journal of Medical Science, August, 1880.
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FANCOURT BARNES, m.d., m.r.c.p.

Physician to the British Lying-in Hospital; Assistant Physician to the Royal iMatcrmty

Charity of London, &c.

A GERMAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY OF WORDS AND
TERMS USED IN MEDICINE AND ITS COGNATE SCIENCES.

Square i2mo, Roxburgh binding, gs.

ALFRED H. CARTER, m.d. lond.

Member of the Royal College of Physicians ; Physician to the Queen's Hospital,
Birmingham, &c.

ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE.
Crown Svo, gs.

HENEAGE GIBBES, m.b.

PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY.
Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

“The chapters on staining are especially full, anti in no other work with which we are

acquainted will the reader find such ample information upon this important part of the

preparation of the tissues for the microscope. This little work contains no padding ; it

consists entirely of precise instructions by one who is evidently master of the subject, and

we know no work which we can more highly recommend to either student or practitioner.”

—Practitioner, Dec. 1880.

“ This is a small book written by a practical man, evidently well acquainted with his

subject, and will be found of real service to those who wish to learn how to prepare good
preparations for microscopical examination The chapter on staining is in some respects

the most valuable, for Dr. Gibbes has made this subject a special study, and has obtained

new and excellent results from using two and even three dyes at once; the methods by
which others may be as successful are plainly given.”

—

Lancet, Nov. 13th, i88o.

SAMUEL W. GROSS, a.m., m.d.

Surgeon to, and Lecturer on Clinical Surgery in, the Jefferson Medical College Hospital,
and the Philadelphia Hospital, &c.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON TUMOURS OP THE
MAMMARY GLAND : embracing their Histology, Pathology, Dia-

gnosis, and Treatment. With Illustrations, Svo, los. 6d.

“We cannot here notice seriatim the many interesting facts brought out by Dr. Gross,
but must content ourselves with indicating some of the main points in which his views
differ from those commonly held in this country These views, we think, will meet with
general adoption, as more in accord with our present knowledge than others formerly
promulgated The part of the work that deals with the clinical features of the different
classes of tumours is well done and very valuable The work opportunely supplies a
real want, and is the result of accurate work, and we heartily recommend it to our readers
as well worthy of careful study.

—

Lancet, Nov. 27th, 1880.

“We know no book in the English la.tguage which attempts to cover the ground
covered by this one—indeed, the author seems to be the first who has sought to handle
the whole subject of mammary tumours in one systematic treatise.

—

New York Medical
Journal, Oct. 1880.

“ The book shows throughout evidence of good and careful work, and will be read with
pleasure and advantage by all who consult it.”

—

Obstetrical Journa i,Dec. 15th ,i88o.
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DR. FELIX von NIEMEYER.
Late Professor of Pathology and Therapeutics; Director of the Medical Clinic of the

University of Tubingen.

A TEXT-BOOK OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE, WITH
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHO-
LOGICAL ANATOMY. Translated from the Eighth German Edition,

by special permission of the Author, by George H. Humphrey, M.D.,
and Charles E. Hackley, M.D., Revised Edition, 2 vols., large 8vo, 36s.

In bringing out a new edition of this well-known work, advantage
has been taken of thoroughly revising it from the latest German edition,

and making such additions as to bring it fully up to the present state of

medical science, short articles have been inserted upon Chronic Poisoning

by Alcohol and Morphine, as well as upon Wandering Spleen, Paralysis

Agitans, Scleroderma, Elephantiasis Graecorum, Progressive Pernicious

Anaemia, and Yellow Fever.

“ Is well translated, and retains all the characteristics of clearness and scientific
breadth of principle which has made it a favourite text-book for many years. The new
edition is well brought up to date.”

—

Brit. Med. Jour., Dec. ii, 1880.

“ For a work which is both pleasant in the reading and valuable for its suggestiveness,
the text-book of Professor Niemeyer takes the front rank. Certainly no candidate for the
higher examinations should fail to read this book, and to carefully study it, for although in

some sections it hardly comes up to the standard of some English authorities, yet, as a
whole, there is no work like it.”

—

Lancet, Sept. 13, 1879.

“ The task of a reviewer is an easy and glorious one in noticing such a work as this

It is at once comprehensive and concise
;

it is characterised by clearness and originality

and it differs from many German works on Medicine in the sagacious appreciation of the

value of therapeutics which is manifested by the author We can cordially recommend
the work as one from the perusal of which every physician may derive profit, which will be

found replete with information of direct practical value, and which is instinct with a spirit

of candid and earnest enquiry, which is worthy of all praise. The translation on the

whole, is very creditably performed, and the volumes are handsomely brought out .”—Dublin

Quarterly Jour, of Med, Science.

ROBERTS BARTHOLOW, m.a., m.d., ll.d.

Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, in the Jefferson Medical College of
Philadelphia, etc., etc.

I.

A TREATISE ON THE PRACTICE OP MEDICINE,
FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS AND PRACTITIONERS. With

Illustrations, large 8vo, 21s.

“ It is concise, but is thoroughly up to date, and his references to recent pathological

and therapeutical work are numerous Space will not permit of further analysis of this

latest text-book on medicine, which has many good features, not the least of which w the

lack of pretentiousness about it, and the general accuracy of its statements. —Lancet,

Jan. 8, 1881. /

“The work is of a thoroughly practical character

cannot fail to be struck with the appreciation on the part of the author of the wants of the

practitioner it may be considered a thoroughly useful, trusUyorthy, and practicaUuide

for the general practitioner.”—New York Medical Record^ Oct. 30th, iSoo.

“ This is a new work, the production of an author who has distinguished

siderably in the department of materia medica and therapeutics .....the book is dis

tinguished by strong therapeutic faith.”—BnUsh Medical Journal, Dec. nth, i88 .
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ROBERTS BARTHOLOW, m.a., m.d., ll.d.

Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, in the Jefferson Medical College of

Philadelphia, etc., etc.

II.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE OH MATERIA MEDICA
AND THERAPEUTICS. Third Edition, large 8vo, i6s.

“Bears evidence of having been written by a master of his subject practically ac-

nuainted both with the physiological action of drugs as observed by experiment, and their

therapeutical uses as shown by clinical experience.”—Pracftttoiier, Jan. 1879.

“ A really valuable work. In it the reader will always find full and accurate informa-

tion."— Journal of Medical Science.

“ It represents extensive reading in American, English, and Continental literature,

and this not unduly paraded nor drily quoted, but well digested and condensed
;

it contains

also much original work and observation. .. .At the same time it is throughout very

practical including in its text an unusual number of useful formula: and ingenious sugges-

tions a really valuable addition to modern literature."—Bn7 is/i Medical Journal.

GEO. M. BEARD, a.m., m.d.

Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine.

AND

A. D. ROCKWELL, a.m., m.d.

Fellow of the New York Academy of Medicine.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE OH THE MEDICAL AHD
SURGICAL USES OF ELECTRICITY. Including localized and

general Faradization
;
localized and central Galvanization

;
Electrolysis

and Galvano-Cautery. Second Edition, revised, enlarged, and mostly

re-written. With nearly 200 Illustrations, roy. 8vo, 28s.

“ The entire book is well arranged, is concise, comprehensive, and well adapted to the
wants of the expert or of the general practitioner.”

—

New York Medical Record, Nov. 23,
1S78.

“ Embodies in a compact, practical form, all that is now known of the application of
electricity to the treatment of disease, and their extensive experience of the uses of elec-
tricity in a wide variety of morbid conditions qualifies them to speak with authority."

—

Dublin Medical Journal.

DR. THEODOR BILLROTH.
Professor of Surgery in Vienna.

GEHERAL SURGICAL PATHOLOGY AHD THERA-
PEUTICS. In Fifty-one Lectures. A Text-book for Students and
Physicians. Translated from the Fourth German edition with the
special permission of the Author, and revised from the Eighth German
edition, by C. E. Hackley, A.M., M.D. Copiously illustrated, 8vo, i8s.

*.* This edition contains seventy-four additional pages, with a number
of new woodcuts.

rrpnn
Tecoguised as one of the most scientific of living sur-

The want nf a“ hnnu'n
ofsurgery in the German lang^ge .1 he want of a book in the English language presenting in a concise form the views of thehas been long felt, and we venture to say that no book could more

fn
^ present volume this work will be most welcome

surgery

^

'"“st have been felt by all real students of
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G. H. BRANDT, m.d.

ROYAT (LES BAINS) IN AUVERGNE, ITS MINERAL
WATERS AND CLIMATE. With Preface by Dr. Burney Yeo.
Frontispiece and Map. Crown 8vo, 2S. 6d.

“ The reputation of this watering-place for the cure of chronic gout is considerable
and those who intend visiting it should furnish themselves with Dr. Brandt’s little book’
which contains all necessary information.”—Lancet^ June 5th, 1880.

’

''This handy little book gives a concise and useful account of the therapeutical action
of the mineral springs at Royat. Dr. Brandt, who has made a special study of these
waters, states that they are specially valuable in gout, and in some cases of anaimia chlo-
rosis, and dyspepsia We can recommend Dr. Brandt’s work to those who wish for in-
formation on the waters of Royat.’’—Lo/trioii Medical Record, J uly 15, 1880

GORDON BUCK, m.d.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO REPARATIVE SURGERY
;
show-

ing its Application to the Treatment of Deformities, produced by De-

structive Disease or Injury
;
Congenital Defects from Arrest or Excess

of Development
;
and Cicatricial Contractions from Burns. Illustrated

by numerous Engravings, large 8vo, gs.

“ In this little work of less than ijo pages modestly entitled Contributions to Repara-
tive Surgery, the distinguished author has briefly yet clearly laid down certain rules fur

the guidance of the Surgeon in the preparation of parts, the closure of gaps, and modelling
of flaps, the due observance of which cannot but be followed by gratifying results.”

—

American Jour, of Med. Science.

J. B. BUDGETT, l.r.c.p. edin.

THE HYGIENE OP SCHOOLS; Or Education Phy-
sically and Mentally Considered. Crown 8vo, 2S.

“ It is most important that all engaged >n teaching should thoroughly understand, not

only the mere mental training of chiluren, but also the great questions of food, exercise,

recreation, as well as the essential elements of air, light, heat ana ventilation. All these

matters are ably and lucidly set forth in Dr. Budgett’s treatise, which we strongly recom-

mend to the attention of school-board teachers and parents.”—Pi.'6/tc Health.

DR. O. B. BULL.
Private Docent in Ophthalmology at Christiana.

AND

DR. G. A. HANSEN.
Physician to the Leprosy Hospital at Bergen.

LEPROUS DISEASES OP THE EYE. Col. plates, 8vo,

ys. 6d.
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FREEMAN J. BUMSTEAD, m.d., ll.d.

Letc Professor of Venereal Diseases at the College of Physicians and. Surgeons, New York.

THE PATHOLOGY AHD TREATMENT OF VENE-
REAL DISEASES. Fourth Edition, revised, enlarged, and in great

part re-written by the author, and by Robert W. Taylor, A.M., M.D.

With 138 woodcuts, Svo, 25s.

“It is, beyond question, the most complete and accurate book on the subject in any
language, and one which ought to be in the hands of every one who has much to do with
syphilitic diseases.”

—

Medical Times, Dec. iith 1880.

“ Bumstead's work is already classic and hardly requires reviewing. This edition is
well up to date, and everywhere bears marks of careful and erudite preparation Must
take first rank among the works in the English language on venereal diseases."

—

Lancet,
July 31st, 1880.

“An air of completeness—of having had garnered into its pages all the best fruit of
the world’s experience and research upon the subject of which it treats —has been given to
the book, without in any way detracting from the peculiarly practical value of previous
editions. None the less clinical, the treatise seems much more cosmopolitan. The pos-
session of old editions will be no excuse to the progressive physician for not purchasin"
this edition, and we predict for it a very speedy sale. We congratulate Dr. Bumstead on
the wisdom which led to the selection 01 Dr. Taylor as colleague, and we sincerely con-
gratulate the two co-workers upon the results of their \a.honv."—Philadelphia Medical
Times, Dec. 6, 1879.

P. CAZEAUX.
Adjunct Professor in the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, &c.

A THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL TREATISE ON
MIDWIFERY INCLUDING THE DISEASES OF PREGNANCY
AND PARTURITION. Revised and Annotated by S. Tarnier.
Translated from the Seventh French Edition by W. R. Bullock, M.D.
Royal Svo, over 1100 pages, 175 Illustrations, 30s.

Med'alim'^Rlliel
complete we have ever seen upon the subject.-’-iy./l.

ES=S!sii3|Si|^

COCKLE, M.A., M.D.

Physician to the Royal Free Hospital.

ON INTRA-THOEACIC CANCER, 8to. 4s. 6d,
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W. H. CORFIELD, m.a., m.d. oxon.

Professor of Hygiene and Public Health in University College, London.

I.

DWELLING HOUSES: THEIR SANITARY CON-
STRUCTION AND ARRANGEMENTS. With i6 pages of illus-

trations, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

This book aims at giving a brief but thoroughly practical exposition of the

best means of rendering houses healthy and comfortable. It embraces

the Situation and Construction of Houses, Ventilation, Lighting,

Warming, Water-supply, Removal of Refuse Matters, Sewerage, etc.

“ We can give a glad welcome to such a work as Dr. Corfield's, and can recommend
it.”—Medical Times, Dec. 4th, 1880.

“ Every householder owes a debt of gratitude to Professor Corfield for these pages.”

—

The Metropolitan, Dec. 25th, 1880.

II.

SANITARY FALLACIES. An Address delivered be-

fore the Congress of the Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, at Croydon,

October, 23rd, 1879. is.

J. THOMPSON DICKSON, m.a., m.b. cantab.

Late Lecturer on Mental Diseases at Guy’s Hospital.

THE SCIENCE AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE IN
RELATION TO MIND, tbe Pathology of the Nerve Centres, and the

Jurisprudence of Insanity, being a course of Lectures delivered at Guy s

Hospital. Illustrated by Chromo-lithographic Drawings and Physiolo-

gical Portraits. 8vo, 14s.

“The treatise will be found very useful as a student’s
“""J

recent and typical cases to the ordinary practitioner. —Bnf. and For. Med. Chti. Revu. .

“On the whole we heartily recommend this work as a text-book for students of

insanity The descriptions of disease which it contains are made unusually dear and

interesLg, so that to lead it is a pleasure instead

judiciously avoided, the pathology is practical and exhaustive, and the treatment dctmite,

carefully arranged, and rational."—Medical Times and Gazette,
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HORACE DOBELL, m.d.

Consulting Physician to the Royal Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, &c.

ON DIET AND REGIMEN IN SICKNESS AND
HEALTH, and on the Interdependence and Prevention of Diseases and

the Diminution of their Fatality. Sixth revised and enlarged edition,

small 8vo, 6s.

“With everv edition including this last, Dr. Dobell has added new and useful matter,

and h^funher Lndensed what was written so as still to keep his volume within moderate

Vimits."—Westminster Review.

“ Contains a great variety of interesting information relating not merely to food but

also to many subjects of great hygienic importance. We can cordially recommend this

little v/ork."—Dublin Jour, of Med. Science.

II.

AFFECTIONS OF THE HEART AND IN ITS NEIGH-
BOURHOOD. Cases, Aphorisms, and Commentaries. Illustrated by

the heliotype process. 8vo, 6s 6d.

“ Dr. Dobell has paid particular attention to certain throat symptoms in connection

with diseases of the heart. We heartily commend the present volume as full of clinical

significance."—il/edicnf Press and Circular.

“ Dr. Dobell is one of the most hardworking members of the profession, and his work

generally lies in the direction of practical clinics and therapeutics A good point in the

present treatise is the way in which cases are set forth as the basis of the whole book, and

the points which arise out of these are argued out and illustrated by the author. The
author also undertakes the risk of expressing his clinical experience, in the form of aphor-

isms, and many of these aphorisms are valuable, as forcible embodiments of useful hints

and cautions."

—

Westminster Review.

JOHN EAGLE.
Member of the Pharmaceutical Society.

A NOTE-BOOK OF SOLUBILITIES. Arranged chiefly

for the use of Prescribers and Dispensers. i2mo, 2s. 6d.

This Note-book is intended to serve as a bandy guide to the solubilities of the
more common chomical preparations used by Medical Men and Pharmaceutists.

“ A handy little volume of this kind was much wanted. Prescribers often feel at a loss

as to the best menstruum for dissolving some of the less familiar drugs, and will be glad
to have this little work by them to refer to when in doubt and difficulty. Patients, too,
will feel grateful, we are sure, if prescribers will make use of it, for it often happens that
they have to swallow a very nauseous dose, from want of consideration by their physician
in this matter. The contents are well arranged for reference, and the book is well printed
and neatly got up."

—

Lancet, March 13th, 1880.

JOH'N ERIC ERICHSEN.
Holme Professor of Clinical Surgery in University College; Senior Surgeon to University

College Hospital, Src.

MODERN SURGERY
;

Its Progress and Tendencies.
Being the Introductory Address delivered at University College at the
opening of the Session 1873-74. Demy 8vo, is.
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DR. FERBER.
MODEL DIAGRAM OP THE ORGANS IN THETHORAX AND UPPER PART OF THE ABDOMEN. With

Letter-press Description. In 4to, coloured, 5s.

Dr. Ferbers Model Diagram of the Organs in the Thorax and Unner part of thsAbdomen is a very ingenious and well constructed Model of the kind which the German-called situs phantom, showing the relative position and aspect of the organs from the sureace as they he in layers and are exposed by successive dissections. The lifting up of

thev
exposes them in the same order, extent, and maLc? as

f
his model diagram will

rnl A
^ practitioners in enabling them to realise the precise Medi-cal Anatomy of this important region. —Brit. Med. Journal.

AUSTIN FLINT, jr., m.d.

Professor of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy in the Bellevue Medical College, New
York ; attending Physician to the Bellevue Hospital, &c.

I.

A TEXT-BOOK OP HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY; De-
signed for the Use of Practitioners and Students of Medicine. Illus-

trated by plates, and 313 wood engravings, large 8vo, 28s.

“ It has two merits we particularly desire to allude to. First, it contains excellent
historical accounts of some of the principal discoveries in physiology, such as the circula-
tion of the blood, the functions of the lymphatics, the glycogenic functions of the liver,

the functions of the various parts of the spinal cord, &c., &c.; and, second, it gives a more
complete description of the physiological anatomy and functions of the cranial nerves than
is to be met with in any other text-book of physiology We can strongly recommend it to

the profession more especially to those interested in diseases of the nervous system, who
attempt to unravel the symptoms of a “ nervous” case by the application of knowledge
regarding the physiological connection of nerves with the centres, and anastomoses among
themselves.”

—

Edin. Med. Jour.

“ Taken as a whole Dr. Flint’s work is an extremely valuable one. Accurate, full with-
out being discursive, well balanced in the space devoted to each subject, clearly and intelli-

gently written, it contains all that the ordinary student need know”.

—

Lancet.

II.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OP MAN; Designed to Represent
the Existing State of Physiological Science, as applied to the P'unctions

of the Human Body. 5 vols., large 8vo, cloth. Vol. I.—The Blood

;

Circulation ;
Respiration. i8s. Vol. II.—Alimentation ;

Digestion ;

Absorption
;
Lymph and Chyle. i8s. Vol. HI. Secretion

;
Excretion ;

Ductless Glands; Nutrition; Animal Heat; Movements; Voice and

Speech. i8s. Vol. IV.—The Nervous System. iSs. Vol. V.— Special

Senses ;
Generation. i8s.

“ The complete work will prove a x'aluable addition to our systematic treatises on

human physiology.

—

Lancet.

" From the extent of the author’s investigations into the best theory and practice of

day, the world over, and the candor and good judgment which he brings to

the discussion of each subject, we are justified in regarding his treatises as

id authoritative, so tar as in this disputed subject authority is admissible. Ariv

York Times.

the presen
bear upon
standard a
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J. MILNER FOTHERGILL, m.d.

Member of the Royal College of Physicians of London; Assistant Physician to the West

London Hospital, and to the City of London Hospital for Diseases of the Chest,

Victoria Park; Honorary Secretary of the Harveian Society ; Associate

Fellow of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia.

THE HEART AHD ITS DISEASES, WITH THEIR
TREATMENT; INCLUDING THE GOUTY HEART. Second

Edition, entirely re-written, copiously illustrated with woodcuts and

lithographic plates. 8vo. i6s.

“ We commend his book to practitioners of medicine, who will find the great facts of

heart disease and its treatment discussed in a way that will deeply interest thorn."—Lancet,

Jan. 3rd, 1880.

“ To many an earnest student it will prove a light in darkness
;

to many a practitioner

cast down with a sense of his powerlessness to cope with the rout and dernoralization of

Nature’s forces, a present help in time of trouble.”

—

Philadelphia Medical 2 inies.

“ Its leading feature is, its thoroughly interesting style. From beginning to end it is

neither dull nor insipid
;
whilst throughout its entire length certain grand principles are

kept steadily before the mind of the reader. The most interesting chapter to us, and one
which bears abundant testimony to the ample grasp which Dr. Fothergill has of his subject,

is the chapter on treatment of diseases of the heart U was by his treatment of diseases
of the heart that Dr. Fothergill's name first became known

;
and the chapter is worthy of

the reputation which he then gained and to which he has steadily added. . . . Dr. Fothergill's

book will be widely read and as widely appreciated.”

—

Practitioner, March, 1S80.

ERNEST FRANCIS, f.c.s.

Demonstrator of Practical Chemistry, Charing Cross Hospital.

PRACTICAL EXAMPLES IH QUANTITATIVE AN-
alysis, forming a Concise Guide to the Analysis of Water, &c. Illus-

trated, fcap. 8vo, 2S. 6d.

“ The book is crowded with useful information, and we can very safely recommend it
to our readers.”

—

Lancet.

“ The directions for the determination of organic impurities in water are sound. It
would scarcely be possible to compress a greater amount of useful matter into the small
compass of 57 pages.”

—

Chemical News.

C. A. GORDON, M.D., c.B.

Deputy Inspector General of Hospitals, Army Medical Department.

REMARKS ON ARMY SURGEONS AND THEIR
WORKS. Demy 8vo, 5s.
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SAMUEL D. GROSS, m.d., ll.d., d.c.l., oxon.
Professor of Surgery in the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASES IN-
JURIES, AND MALFORMATIONS OF THE URINARY
BLADDER, THE PROSTATE GLAND; AND THE URETHRA.
Third Edition, revised and edited by S. W. GROSS, A.M., M.D.
Surgeon to the Philadelphia Hospital, Illustrated by lyo engravings,
8vo, i8s.

As a guide for the surgeon who may be called upon to treat diseases of the eenito^urinary tract, the work is fully up to the requirements of the time, and cannot fail to main-
tain the rank which it has earned for itself years ago."—New York Medical Record.

“ The present work of Prof. Gross must be held in great esteem and value by the
practitioner, not only for the richness of its compilations, but also for its many other and
varied excellencies.”

—

Amer. Jour, of Med. Sciences.

WILLIAM A. HAMMOND, m.d.

Professor of Mental and Nervous Diseases in the Bellevue Hospital Medical Colle're
New York, &c.

SPIRITUALISM AND ALLIED CAUSES AND CON-
DITIONS OF NERVOUS DERANGEMENT. With Illustrations,

post 8vo, 8s. 6d.

“Whatever Dr. Hammond writes about the nervous system is gladly accepted as the
work of a master; and we anticipate a wide circulation and great resulting benefit from the
diffusion of this work, marked as it is by the candid admission of whatever is worth credit
in the subject discussed.”

—

Medical Times and Gazette.

ALEXANDER HARVEY, m.a., m.d.

Emeritus Professor of Materia Medica in the University of Aberdeen; Consulting Physician
to the A berdeen Royal Infirmary, &c.

FIRST LINES OF THERAPEUTICS ; as based on the
Modes and the Processes of Healing, as occurring Spontaneously in Dis-

ease
;
and on the Modes and the Processes of Dying, as resulting

Naturally from Disease. In a series of Lectures. Post 8vo, 5s.

“ This is a book which should be read by every advanced student and by every prac-

titioner of medicine.”—Ohio Medical Record, 1880

“He treats his subjects in masterly style, and gives to the world as the result of his

researches vast volumes of valuable truth and information in a wonderfully condensed

form, all summed up, and presented in this little work of modest dimensions.”—Afeu/ York

Medical and Surgical Journal, 1880.

“ If only it can get a fair hearing before the profession, it will be the means of aiding

in the development of a therapeutics more rational than we now dream of. To inedical

students and practitioners of all sorts it will open up lines of thought and investigation

of the utmost moment .”—Detroit Lancet, 1880.

“We would earnestly commend to our readers the study of this work, the principles

advocated in it lie at the foundation of a rational practice of medicine... .. .and we are con-

fident that the readers of this volume will feel, as the writer does, a debt of gratitude to

Professor Harvey, and will date from its perusal the origjn of clearer views and sounder

conceptions of the art of healing.”—Canada Medical and Surgical Journal, Sept. 1079.
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ALEXANDER HARVEY, m.d.

Emeritus Professor of Materia Medicain the University of Aberdeen, &c.

ALEXANDER DYCE DAVIDSON, m.d.

Professor of Materia Medica in the University of Aberdeen.

SYLLABUS OF MATERIA MEDICA FOR THE USE

OF TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. Based on a selection or

definition of subjects in teaching and examining ;
and also on an

estimate of the relative values of articles and preparations in the British

Pharmacopoeia with doses affixed. Fourth Edition, i6mo, is. 6d.

GRAILY HEWITT, m.d.

Professor of Midwifery and Diseases of Women in University College, Obstetrical Physieian
‘ '

to University College Hospital, &c.

OUTLINES OF PICTORIAL DIAGNOSIS OP DIS-

EASES OF WOMEN. Fol. 6s.

Affording a ready means of making permanent records of cases of diseases

of women.

HINTS TO CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS IN
THE PUBLIC MEDICAL SERVICES, WITH EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS, VOCABULARY OF HINDUSTANI MEDICAL
TERMS, ETC. 8vo, 2S.

F. HOFFMANN, ph.d.

Pharmaceutist in New York.

MANUAL OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AS APPLIED
TO THE EXAMINATION OF MEDICINAL CHEMICALS. A
Guide for the Determination of their Identity and Quality, and for the

Detection of Impurities and Adulterations. For the use of Pharmaceu-

tists, Physicians, Druggists, and Manufacturing Chemists, and of Phar-

maceutical and Medical Students. With Illustrations, roy. 8vo, 12 s.

“ This handsome volume is a guide or the determination of the quantity and quality
of the chemicals used as remedies as well as for the detection of their impurities and
adulterations Most of the common manuals give some information of the kind, and
much more is scattered through medical and chemical periodicals. Dr. Hoffman has had
the happy idea of bringing all this information together in a systematic form, and he has
produced a volume that cannot fail to be prized .... A full index completes the volume
which does credit to both author and publishers.”—The Doctor.

“ This volume is a carefully prepared work, and well up to the existing state of both
the science and art of modern pharmacy. It is a book which will find its place in every
medical and pharmaceutical laboratory and library, and is a safe and instructive guide to
medical students and practitioners of medicine.”—American Journal of Science and Arts.
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HOLLAND, M.D., F.R.c.s.

HEALTH IH THE HURSEIIY AND HOW TO FEEDAND CLOTHE A CHILD, with Observations on Painless Parturi-
tion. A Guide and Companion for the Young Matron and her Nurse.
Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 2S., paper cover is.

SIR W. JENNER, Bart., m.d.

Physician in Ordinary to H.M. the Queen, and to H.R.H. Prince o] Wales.

THE PRACTICAL MEDICINE OF TO-DAY: Two
Addi esses delivered before the British Medical Association, and the
Epidemiological Society. Small 8vo, is. 6d.

NORMAN W. KINGSLEY, m.d.s., d.d.s.

President of the Board of Censors of the State of New York; Member of the American
Academy of Dental Science, &c.

A TREATISE ON ORAL DEFORMITIES AS A
BRANCH OF MECHANICAL SURGERY. With over 350 illustra-

tions, 8vo, i6s.

“ It contains a large amount of information bearing upon mechanical dentistry and th*
surgery of the jaws, which, previous to the appearance of this book, could only be obtained
by searching through various works, some of which are little likely to form part of the
library of the busy practitioner The book is one which we can confidently recom-
mend both to the advanced student and the busy practitioner.”

—

British Journal Dental
Science, Sept., 1880.

“The whole subject is so thoroughly studied that nothing is left to be desired by
any surgeon who wishes to treat these fractures intelligently and successfully. The work
as a whole, bears marks of originality in every section, and impresses the reader with the
painstaking efforts of the author to get at the truth, and apply it in an ingenious and
practical way to the wants of the general practitioner, the surgeon, and the dentist."

—

New
York Medical Record.

E. A. KIRBY, M.D., M.R.c.s. eng.

Late Physician to the City Dispensary.

A FORMULARY OF SELECTED REMEDIES WITH
THERAPEUTIC ANNOTATIONS, and a Copious Index of Diseases

and Remedies, Diet Tables, etc. A Handbook for Prescribers. Fifth

Edition, p. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

“ We have been much pleased with this capital little work .... The book contains a

good deal of information of a very useful kind to anyone at all busily engaged in prac-

tice.”

—

Lancet.
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J. WICKHAM LEGG, f.r.c.p.

Assistant Physician to Saint Bartholomew's Hospital, and Lecturer on Pathological

Anatomy in the Medical School.

I.

A GUIDE TO THE EXAMINATION OP THE URINE

;

intended chiefly for Clincal Clerks and Students. Fifth Edition, revised

and enlarged, with additional Illustrations, fcap. 8vo, 2S. 6d.

“Is distinguished by its great accuracy and conciseness there could not, for its

size be a better manual it would be difficult to find such an amount of useful, sound

information condensed into io6 small pages of clear, readable type."—Dublin Journal of

Medical Science, July, 1880.

“ We are glad to welcome this little work Just what was wanted.”

—

Brit. Med. Jour.

“ Is an admirable guide to the clinical examination of the urine A most excellent

and useful work."

—

Edin. Med. Jour.

II.

A TREATISE ON HEMOPHILIA, SOMETIMES
CALLED THE HEREDITARY HEMORRHAGIC DIATHESIS.
Fcap. 4to, 7s. 6d.

“ Dr. Legg deserves the thanks of the profession for this exceedingly painstaking and
laborious compilation, which, containing as it does the opinions of 163 writers who have
touched upon the disease, cannot fail to impart to its readers as much learning on the
subject as it is possible to derive from mere book-reading We are deeply indebted to

Dr Legg for this painstaking monograph, which comes before the world in a most elegant
form, and is a credit alike to the author and publisher.”

—

Lancet.

“ The book now lying before us contains an exhaustive examination and discussion of
the literature relating to hsemophilia. In one chapter several cases occurring under the
author’s own observation are detailed. Dr. Legg is thoroughly acquainted with the
German literature on this subject, and the book may therefore be recommended to all

persons specially interested in it. The get-up of the book is such as has not yet been
attained by German publishers.”

—

Medicinish-chirurgische Rundschau.

DR. GEORGE LEWIN.
Professor at the Fr. With. University, and Surgeon-in-Chief of the Syphilitic IVards and

Skin Disease Wards of the Chariti Hospital, Berlin.

THE TREATMENT OP SYPHILIS WITH SUECUTA-
NEOUS SUBLIMATE INJECTIONS. Translated by Dr. Carl
Prcegle, and Dr. E. H. Gale, late Surgeon United States Army.
Small 8vo, 7s.

Dr. Lewm s volume has a special value as giving the results of the author’s verv
large experience in the treatment of syphilis by the hypodermic use of mercury Over-seventy clinical histones are given in detail, and even making allowance for a little
natural enthusiasm in behalf of a method with the introduction of which the author’s name
IS so prominently connected, the results certainly seem to warrant the conclusion that inthe subcutaneous injection of mercury, a powerful and efficient remedy has been foundwith which the surgeon may hopefully combat cases of syphilis which have resisted othermodes of treatment.’ —,4 wimcnii Journal of Medical Science.

otner
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J. S. LOMBARD, m.d.

Formerly Assistant Professor of Physiology in. Harvard University.

I.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON THE REGIONAL
TEMPERATURE OF THE HEAD, under Conditions of Rest, Intel-

lectual Activity and Emotion. With Illustrations, 8vo, 8s.

“ This is an essay of great interest and value. The experiments seem to establish an
important doctrine in cerebral physiology

;
namely, that the evolution of heat is in propor-

tion to the intensity of mental action.”

—

Journal of Psychological Medicine, October, 1880.

“This book gives the results of an enormous amount of work It is sought to de-
termine the relative temperatures of different parts of the brain at rest,' and the changes
which these temperatures undergo in intellectual work and emotion, by measuring thermo-
electrically the surface temperature of the scalp, which for this purpose is mapped out into

very small divisions.

—

Dublin Journal of Medical Science, July, 1880.

“ It will be seen, from this resume of the most important conclusions arrived at by
Dr. Lombard, that his book will prove of special interest to the students of localization,

and to those engaged in local thermo-metrical investigations. He deserves all praise for

the careful, minute, and elaborate character of his work, of which we have only given a
sketchy outline. In all he has made no less than sixty thousand observations.”

—

American
Journal of the Medical Sciences, April, 1880.

" This is a masterly research.”

—

Brit. Med. Jour., April 3rd, 1880.

II.

ON THE NORMAL TEMPERATURE OP THE HEAD.
Svo. [Lt the Press.

DR. V. MAGNAN.
Physician to St. Anne Asylum, Paris; Laureate of the Institute.

ON ALCOHOLISM, the Various Forms of Alcohohe

Delirium and their Treatment. Translated by W. S. Greenfield,

M.D., M.R.C.P. Svo, ys. 6d.

“The work of Dr. Magnan is of world-wide repute, and it is a great advantage to

English readers to have it translated for them. Dr. Greenfield has done his part of the

work well also.”

—

Bvit. Med. Jour,

“ It is seldom that a book falls into the hands of a reviewer which can be spoken of in

terms of such unqualified praise as that of Dr. Magnan. His observations are precise, his

r^cordrof easesTe fluently and effectively written, and the principles which he propounds

Tr^advanced anratSivl Dr. Greenfield deserves the thanks of the medical profession

for haying made such an admirable treatise accessible to all classes of medical readers.

Practitioner.

“ He has had special opportunities for observation, and he has laboured so assidu-

ously t^^t his work must be c'o'Jisulted by all who

ject . . . . It will be seen that a great number of points

volume, the general get up of which reflects credit on the publisher. -The Doctor.
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J. F. MEIGS, M.D.

Consulting Physician to the Children's Hospital, Philadelphia.

W. PEPPER, M.D.

Lecturer on Clinical Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE OE" THE DISEASES OP
CHILDREN. Sixth Edition, revised and enlarged, roy. 8vo, 28s.

" There are few diseases of children which it does not treat of fully and wisely in the

light of the latest physiological, pathological, and therapeutical science."

—

Lancet.

“As a text-book and general guide to practitioners as well as a standard work of

reference, we know of no other volume which contains more useful or reliable informa-
tion."

—

Dublin Jour, of Med. Science.

“ Of the new edition of Dr. Meigs’ xvell-known volume we can speak in the highest
terms. It is a full and exhaustive encyclopcedia of the subject, by men who have made
themselves familiar with all that has been written on it and who have specially devoted
themselves to its study An exhaustive treatise, comprising an excellent epitome of the
work of others, combined with much valuable personal experience."

—

Edin. Med. Jour.

DR. MORITZ MEYER.
Royal Counsellor of Health, &c.

ELECTRICITY IN ITS RELATION TO PRACTICAL
MEDICINE. Translated from the Third German Edition, with notes

and additions by William A. Hammond, M.D. With Illustrations,

large 8vo, i8s.

" Meyer s book is well known......He has himself made no slight original contributions
to electro-therapy. Dr. Hammond deserves our heartv thanks for his translation a boonwhich IS as much for us as for his own countrymen."—Bn'f. and For. Med.-Chir. Review.

"“f”her of editions through which Dr. Meyer’s work has passed in Germanvattests the esteern in which It IS there held, and we do not doubt that an equal measure o^approbation will be accorded to it in this country.’’-D«Wi» Quarterly Jour.ofMed. Scllcc.

May be taken as an intelligent guide in studying the subiect Since itQ fieef
ance in 1854 it has gradually won its wav through three eHitlnno V:ii

•
appear-

takes rank'^s the a^iproved"^ text-booHf thrstb ect inS
Engl4 readers.”-yo,li'f^
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Wm. JULIUS MICKLE, m.d., m.r.c.p. lond.

Member of the Medico-Psychological Association of Great Britain and Ireland
; Member of

the Clinical Society, London ; Medical Superintendent, Grove Hall Asylum, London.

GENERAL PARALYSIS OF THE INSANE. 8vo, los.

This monograph describes General Paralysis of the Insane, and deals

with its diagnosis, causation, morbid anatomy, pathology, pathological

physiology, prognosis, and treatment. It also indicates several varieties

of the disease, each of which is illustrated by cases.

“As a solid contribution to the subject, the book is one of considerable value It

testifies to a profound acquaintance with the literature of the subject, and will be mainly
valued as a work of reference. Nothing seems to have escaped his observation.”

—

Lancet,
December, ii, 1880.

“ This book has all the good points which a work on the subject should have. It is

concisely and carefully written. The history is given of each part of the subject, and the
authorities from whom information is gleaned are carefully referred to. We look upon
this as the best book on general paralysis that has appeared for a very long time In
concluding the review, we have only to say that the book is eminently satisfactory, and
that the continued record of the observations so carefully made by the author, will add
largely to our knowledge of general paralysis."

—

Jonurnal of Mental Science, Oct., i88o.

E. A. MORSHEAD, m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p.

Assistant to the Professor of Medicine in University College, London.

TABLES OF THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF
DRUGS. Fcap. 8vo, is.

WILLIAM NEWMAN, m.d. lond., f.r.c.s.

Surgeon to the Stamford Infirmary.

SURGICAL CASES : Mainly from the Wards of the

Stamford, Rutland, and General Infirmary, 8vo, paper boards, 4s. 6d.

C. F. OLDHAM, m.r.c.s., l.r.c.p.

Surgeon H.M. Indian Forces ; late in Medical charge of the Dalhousie Sanitariam.

WHAT IS MALARIA ? AND WHY IS IT MOST IN-

TENSE IN HOT CLIMATES? An explanation of the Nature and

Cause of the so-called Marsh Poison, with the Principles to be observed

for the Preservation of Health in Tropical Climates and Malarious Dis-

tricts. Demy 8vo, ys. 6d.

•• May be read with profit by all, and especially by the military and naval surgeon.”-

BnLan4For.Med.-C/iir.
Mr. Oldham now addresses himself

havi;^-1e"ca^efu^invesU^^^^^^^^^

perusal.’*

—

Dubliu Quciftcyly*
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JOHN S. PARRY, m.d.

Obstetrician to the Philadelphia Hospital, Vice-President of the Obstetrical and Pathologi-

cal Societies of Philadelphia, &c.

EXTRA-UTERIISrE PREGNANCY ;
Its Causes, Species,

Pathological Anatomy, Clinical History, Diagnosis, Prognosis and

Treatment. 8vo, 8s.

" Since the Edinburgh Memoir of Dr. Campbell, published in 1840, there has appeared

"^°temtnb7l5fla;r7oTp^'had:Sw
fn”d o"ve"^rte all the n^^ovelty has been faithfully swept mto

Parry’s learned net.”

—

Edin. Med. Jour.

' This work is a careful and elaborate monograph on the pbject of 'Y'’'='?jt treats .. .

We have endeavoured to indicate the most important

but we refer our readers to the book itself as containing the fu lest information on the sub

ject anywhere to be iomd."—Obstetrical Journal of Great Britain and Iieland.

“ It is, so far as we know, the most complete work on the subject, and is based on the

analysis of 500 cases The book is one of exceeding interest. .....Each chapter treats of

the ^rt of the subject to T.-liich it is devoted in the most thorough manner possible, with

out being in the least tedious.”

—

American Journal of Obstetrics.

E. RANDOLPH PEASLEE, m.d., ll.d.

Late Professor of Gynceeology in the Medical Department of Dartmouth College ; President

of the New York Academy of Medicine, &c., &c.

OVARIAN TUMOURS : Theii’ Pathology, Diagnosis, and
Treatment, especially by Ovariotomy. Illustrations, roy. 8vo, i6s.

“ The book merits and has received very high praise. It is systematic, clear, candid,
and takes account of every question which can arise with reference to ovarian disease.”

Dr. Charles West in Annual Address to the Obstetrical Society, Jan. ist, 1879.

“ This is an excellent work, and does great credit to the industry, ability, science, and
learning of Dr. Peaslee. Few works issue from the medical press so complete, so exhaus-
tively learned, so imbued with a practical tone, without losing other substantial good
qualities We take leave of Dr. Peaslee with our best thanks for his excellent, rich,
valuable work.”

—

Edin. Med. Jour.

“ In this book which has extended his name throughout the civilised world, and has
been translated into the German and other languages, is found the rich experience of a life

which was devoted to the study and practice of this department of surgery. In these writ-
ings, extending over 500 pages, are embodied the principles which should guide opera-
tors in this domain of surgery, and are those which have been generally adopted by the
most distinguished gyntecologists. The work is notable for the elearness of its thought
the precision of its style, and the valuable and original contributions which it contains
An enduring monument to his name, and one which will doubtless remain and do him
honour as long as the healing art is practised.”

—

Lancet, March 2, 1878.
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R. DOUGLAS POWELL, m.d. f.r.c.p., lond.

Physician to the Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest at Brompton,
Assistant Physician to the Middlesex Hospital.

OW CONSUMPTION AND ON CERTAIN DISEASES
OF THE LUNGS AND PLEURA. Being a Second Edition

revised and extended of “ The Varieties of Pulmonary Consumption.”

Illustrated by jvoodcuts and a coloured plate, 8vo, gs.

“We cannot conclude without expressing the pleasure with which we have read all

parts of the book, and we can assure our readers that nowhere will they get a more
thorough and, at the same time, succinct account of the diseases of which Dr. Powell
has treated.”

—

Brit. Med. Jour., Aug. 31st, 1878.

“ We have nothing but praise for the more practical portions of the volume, dealing
with diagnosis and treatment the volume must prove a very acceptable one to all who
have had some little experience in the management of chest diseases, and wish to know
the methods and results of those who have had more. We have read the work with much
appreciation, often receiving a valuable suggestion even where we were obliged to dis-

agree.”

—

Medical Times, Dec. 21, 1878.

“ We take pleasure in calling attention to this truly valuable work the book begins
with a short discussion of the pathological changes which diseased lungs present post-

mortem, and it is here, at the start, that the author wins the reader’s confidence, by the

calm conservative manner in which he handles many disputed points.”

—

Boston Medical

Journal, Jan. 23, 1879.

RALPH RICHARDSON, m.a., m.d.

Fellow of the College of Physicians, Edinburgh.

ON THE NATURE OE LIFE : An Introductory Chap-

ter to Pathology. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Fcap. 4to.

los. 6d.

To this second edition the title of “The Nature” instead of “The

Simplicity of Life” is prefixed, the latter designation having been misunder-

stood.
. . » • • II

The object of this Essay is to explain the Nature of Living Action in all

organic Beings, the similarity of such actions in both Health and Disease,

and their complete analogy with those included in the term gravitation.—

Extractfrom Preface.

Journal of Science, March, 18S0.
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W. RICHARDSON, m.a., m.d., m.r.c.p., lond.

REMARKS ON DIABETES, ESPECIALLY IN REFER-
ENCE TO TREATMENT. Demy 8vo, 4s. 6d.

“ Dr. Richardson, who has himself suffered from Diabetes in its

years, has entered on this part of the subject with much earnestness. His remarks on

treatment will repay perusal.”

—

Brit, cinci hor. Mcd.~Chir. Rev,

" Finally, we again recommend this as a book well worthy the attention of the profes-

sion As the work of a diabetic it is sure to contain everything of importance on the sub-

ject; as that of a man who has cured himself, it is certain to contain rules and axioms

which others may follow.”

—

Med. Times and Gazelle.

SYDNEY RINGER, m.d.

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine in University College; Physician to,

and Professor of Clinical Medicine in, University College Hospital.

I.

A HANDBOOK OF THERAPEUTICS : Eighth Edition,

revised. 8vo, 15s.

“The well-deserved popularity of this work is shown by the rapidity with which

another edition has been called for. The present edition is larger than the former one by

twenty-four pages We need say nothing in its praise. The rapid sale of successive

editions, already indicates how widely its value is appreciated."— May, 18S0.

“The fact that Dr. Ringer’s book has passed through seven editions speaks for itself.

We know no work on Therapeutics which gives a more connected and intelligibly written

account of the several drugs and groups of therapeutic agents than this, and it will be

found a very useful companion to the Pharmacopoeia.”

—

Lancet, Feb. i, 1879,

“We are glad to see that this most valuable treatise on Therapeutics has reached a
seventh edition. It is unquestionably the ablest work on Therapeutics which we possess
in our language, and one which should be carefully perused, not only by students, but also

by practitioners The seventh edition contains chapters on the tongue, the pulse, the
skin, and the temperature, with the indications they afford in treatment. These additional
chapters are well written, and will render this edition even more valuable than any of those
previously published. Ringer’s Therapeutics is a work so well-known that it needs no
commendation from us to ensure it a wide circulation.”

—

Edin. Med Jour., Feb. 1S7.J.

II.

ON THE TEMPERATURE OF THE BODY AS
A MEANS OF DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS IN PHTHISIS.
Second Edition, small 8vo, 2s. 6d.

“ The arguments which Dr. Ringer so ably advances for the proposition which ho
seeks to maintain, if they do not fully support his conclusions, at least point to a valuable
means of distinguishing between the heated outburst of tuberculosis and the insidious
development of chronic phthisis, and may on further observation help to establish a more
material difference between these two diseases, or varieties of disease which have so long
been classed in the same category. The practitioner will find the book under notice most
useful. It has reached a second edition and will probably run to a third.”

—

Lancet.
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FREDERICK T. ROBERTS, m.d., b.sc., f.r.c.p.

Professor of Therapeutics in University College; Physician to University College Hospital

;

Assistant Physician to Brompton Consumption Hospital, &c.

A HANDBOOK OP THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF MEDICINE. Fourth Edition, with Illustrations, 2 vols., 8vo, 22s.

"We have already on more than one occasion expressed a high opinion as to the
merits of this work, which has now reached a fourth edition. From our experience of the
‘ Handbook,' we believe that it wiU always be popular amongst medical students, and that
it is sufficiently classical to deserve a place in the bookshelves of every physician We
heartily commend it as a reliable guide not less to the practical than to the theoretical

study of medicine.”

—

Dublin Journal of Medical Science, August, 1880.

“We have much pleasure in recommending this text-book as by far the most complete
manual that can be placed in the hands of our students.”—Birmingham Medical Review,
April, 1S80.

Notices of Previous Editions.

“ Although Dr. Roberts modestly calls this work a handbook, it will be found on refer-

ence to its pages, that the various subjects have been treated in a complete and masterly

manner We heartily commend this handbook, not only to gentlemen preparing for the

medical profession, but to those who may have finished their professional education
;

as

this work contains, in a brief and concise shape, all that the busy general practitioner needs

to know to enable him to carry on his practice with comfort to himself, and with advantage

to his patients.”

—

Brit. Med. Jour.

" This handbook seems to have been appreciated, as indeed we think it deserved

The amount of information in this book is, for its size, enormous The book seems to be

thoroughly trustworthy, and those who read it may be sure that the views put before

them are not the fanciful notions of the few, but the well-considered and generally adopted

ideas of our leading scientific practitioners.”—Z-flHccf.

“ In the compass of little more than 800 pages. Dr. Roberts has condensed a mass

matter on those diseases which are generally called medical in opposition to surgical, such

as we think no book of the same size ever before contained ; and although thus condensed

the book is still a readable one It is not only well printed and neatly got up, but it is

well written
;
and Dr. Roberts may fairly be congratulated on having produced the best

text-book of medicine we possess.”—Medical Record.

D. B. St. JOHN ROOSA, m.a., m.d.

Professor of Diseases of the Eye and Ear in the University of the City of New York ;
Surgeon

to the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital; Consulting Surgeon to the Brooklyn£ye

and Ear Hospital, &c., &c.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OP
THE EAR, including the Anatomy of the Organ. Fourth Edition,

Illustrated by wood engravings and chromo-lithographs, large 8vo, 22s.

the best of its kind that has yet been published. —Lancet.

"WSpn the first edition of Dr. Roosa’s book was noticed in this 1 °“'""“’

T

h 'hts'doTe^o mitthl It Miif rintlins ^hiTp^sUion^iffully'sh^^^^^^

for a fourth edition.”—/I mer. Jour, of Med. Sciences, Jan. 1879.

" It will be observed that of all the

a defect sufficient to impair in any ^ j^e

best which has been offered to the proiessi
, cheerfully acknowledged for the part

New York Medical Record.
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J. BURDON SANDERSON, m.d., ll.d., f.r.s.

Jodrell Professor of Physiology in University College, London.

SYLLABUS OP A COURSE OP LECTURES ON PHY-
SIOLOGY. Second Edition, 8vo, 4s.

“ Notes of a course of lectures by such an able physiologist and such an pfierienced

teacher as Dr Sanderson cannot but be welcome to every student and teacher ot phy-

sioloev • It is surprising what an enormous amount of matter is condensed into so fevv

naaes There is scarcely a fact of importance which does not find mention, and the whole

is wrilten in the accurate pointed style which distinguishes all the writings of the author

We think this work will be found most useful to all students of physiology. —Dublin Join.

Med. Science, March, 1880.

"This syllabus gives only a brief notice of the most important things so as to re-

fresh the memory of the student it contains brief but clear directions for performing the

most important physiological experiments in physiological chemistry... ...The work sup-

plies a want and will be useful both to lecturers and to students. —Practitioner, July, 1880.

EDWARD ALBERT SCHAFER, f.r.s.

Fullcrian Professor of Physiology.

SOME TEACHINGS OP DEVELOPMENT. Being the
Substance of the Last Two of a Series of Twelve Lectures on Animal

Development delivered at the Royal Institution, during the months of

January, February, and March, 1879. 8vo, is.

“ The author shows clearly and convincingly that the successive phases in the develop-
ment of the individual represent similar phases in the process of formation or development
of the race to which the individual belongs. Development, tnerefore, represents descent.
The ancestors of every animal have successively exhibited structural conditions which
in an abridged form are represented by the successive stages of development of the indivi-
dual. This, the author justly says, is the only logical conclusion to which the study of
animal development leads."

—

Journal of Science, April, 1880.

ALDER SMITH, m.b. lond., f.r.c.s.

Resident Medical Officer, Christ’s Hospital, London.

RINGWORM: ITS DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT.
With woodcuts, fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

" Deserves to meet with wide acceptance at the hands of those members of the pro-
fession who from time to time have to treat cases of ringworm It is a short, thoroughly
practical, and sound exposition of the diagnosis and treatment of the several kinds of
common ringworm, with especial reference to ringworm of the head (Tinea Tonsurans)We can cordially recommend the guidance offeted by Mr. Smith.” Lancet
December ii, 1880. •

'
’

" This little book will be found extremely useful to medical officers who are attached
to workhouses, industrial schools, where a number of boys and girls are received as it is
the outcome of the experience of the Surgeon to Christ’s Hospital, wheie alarge 'number
of children are annually adnnmed, and where ample opportunity must have been afforded
for the study of this complaint. —jWedical Press and Circular, Dec. 15 1880
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J. LEWIS SMITH, M.D.

Physician to ihc Net!) York hifants' Hospital; Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of Children

in Dcllcvue Hospital Medical College.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF INFANCY
AND CHILDHOOD. Fourth Edition, thoroughly revised, with Illustra-

tions, large 8vo, 21 s.

“Having so recently expressed our favourable opinion" of the third edition of Dr. J
Lewis Smith’s Treatise little remains to be said in praise of this the fourth edition of so
valuable and practical a work.”

—

Dublin Medical Journal, Nov. 1879.

“ If this had been the first instead of the third edition of Dr. Lewis Smith’s work, we
should have gladly availed ourselves of the opportunity to point out its many excellencies,

and particularly to draw attention to the fulness of its information, the fairness with which
the reasoning is conducted in rel'tion to disputed questions, and the completeness and
soundness of its .therapeutical suggestions and recommendations It is particularly good
in the remarks upon the treatment of disease, which, though the most important, is often

treated with little thoroughness in a systematic treatise.”

—

Practitioner.

Surgeon to the Presbyterian Hospital ; Professor of Pathological Anatomy in the Medical

Faculty of the University of the City of New York.

A MANUAL OF OPERATIVE SURGERY. With three

hundred and thirty-two Illustrations. Post 8vo, los. 6d.

LEWIS A. STIMSON, b.a., m.d.

The precision and conciseness with which

author to compress an immense amount o

—New York Medical Record, Aug. 3, 1878.
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HUGH OWEN THOMAS, m.r.c.s.

I.

DISEASES OF THE HIP, KNEE, AND ANKLE
JOINTS, with their Deformities, treated by a new and efficient method.

With an Introduction byRusHTON Parker, F.R.C.S., Lecturer on Sur-

gery at the School of Medicine, Liverpool. Third Edition, 8vo, 25s.

“ His criticisms are very able and ncnte.''—Westminster Review. Jan. 1879.

II.

THE PAST AND PRESENT TREATMENT OP IN-

TESTINAL OBSTRUCTIONS, REVIEWED, with an Improved

Treatment Indicated. Second Edition, 8vo, los. 6d.

“ It is the work of a shrewd observer and clear-headed thinker.”— IKcstmt/isfcr Review,

October, 1879.

III.

i CASES IN SURGERY ILLUSTRATIVE OF A NEW
METHOD OF APPLYING THE WIRE LIGATURE IN COM-
POUND FRACTURES OF THE LOWER JAW. Second Edition,

Svo, 5s.

J. C. THOROWGOOD, m.d.

Assistant Physician to the City of London Hospital for Diseases of the Chest.

THE CLIMATIC TREATMENT OF CONSUMPTION
AND CHRONIC LUNG DISEASES. Third Edition, post Svo, 3s 6d.

J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON, m.r.c.s.

Surgeon at King’s Cross to the Great Northern Railway Company.

FREE PHOSPHORUS IN MEDICINE WITH SPE-
CIAL REFERENCE TO ITS USE IN NEURALGIA. A contribution

to Materia Medica and Therapeutics. An account of the History, Phar-
maceutical Preparations, Dose, Internal Administration, and Therapeu-
tic uses of Phosphorus

;
with a Complete Bibliography of this subject,

referring to nearly 200 works upon it, Demy Svo, 7s. 6d.

“ Mr. Thompson has collected a great deal of information on the nature and properties
of a drug that appears to be gaining favour with the profession The book forms a com-
pact guide to practitioners contemplating adding phosphorus to their medicinal armoury.”—Lancet.

“ The work is very interesting and most comprehensive evidently the result ofmuch
careful research, and we heartily recommend it to all interested in the treatment of nervous
disorders .”—Journal of Psychological Medicine.
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LAURENCE TURNBULL, m.d., ph.g.
Awal Surgeon to Jefferson Medical College Hospital, &c., &c.

ARTIFICIAL AlfJESTHESIA : A Manual of Anaesthetic
Agents, and their Employment in the Treatment of Disease. Second
Edition, with Illustrations, crown 8vo, 6s.

that much labour has been spent in its preparation Contains a ereat

y o«V° fl/ Dei ^"8
information on the subject of amesthetics."—iJnffs/t Medical

the stmlenf valuable information which

Journal o/M.SLTI^irsJuY;,
^ procuring elsewhere."-^

...... the favour with which it has been received is shown by the rapid sale of the
first edition ..... this work is a useful and acceptable contribution to the literature of
aniBsthetics."

—

Practitioner, Jan., 1880.

The value of such a work as the present is unquestionable the book contains agreat amount of useful information on the nature and use of amesthetics, applied exter-
nally or internally, in vapour, or in ordinary modes of administration .”—Medical Timesand Gazette, Nov. 29th, 1879.

RUDOLPH VIRCHOW, m.d.

Professor in the University, and Member of the Academy of Sciences of Berlin, &c., &c.

INPECTIOlSr - DISEASES IN THE ARMY, Chiefly
Wound Fever, Typhoid, Dysentery, and Diphtheria. Translated from

the German by John James, M.B., P'.R.C.S. Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

“ We anticipate for this pamphlet a wide circulation .”—Medical Press and Circular.

“ Dr. James has done service to the profession by bringing this short treatise by the
distinguished Virchow within their reach .... It is refreshing and reassuring at any time
to have a subject of common interest such as contagion, brought under the bulls-eye of a
man of genius long familiar with questions of the higher pathology.”

—

Edin. Med. Journal,
June, 1879.

ALFRED VOGEL, m.d.

Professor of Clinical Medicine in the University of Dorpat, Russia.

A PRACTICAL TREASISE ON THE DISEASES OF
CHILDREN. Translated and Edited by H. Raphael, M.D. From

the Fourth German Edition, illustrated by six lithographic plates, part

coloured, large 8vo, i8s.

“ We do not know of a compact text-book on the diseases of children more complete,

more comprehensive, more replete with practical remarks and scientific facts, more in

keeping with the development of modern medicine, and more worthy of the attention of the

profession, than that which has been the subject of our remarks.”—Nwicncnn Journal of

Obstetrics.

“ Several excellent lithographic plates, and the admirable way in which t^he volume is

got up, add to the attractiveness of Dr. Vogel's work. Dr. Vogel is more a physician than

a surgeon
;
and he is clearly a physician of no mean order, judged either from a pathologi-

cal or a clinical standpoint. Of Dr. Vogel, as a medical practitioner, we would only say

that he seems to belong to the comparatively small class of phypcians who,
i

a medicine, have a clear notion of the effects which they desire it to produce. W it- j t* •

Jour,
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A. DE WATTEVILLE, m.a., b.sc., m.r.c.s.

Assistant Physician to the Hospital for Epilepsy and Paralysis, late Electro-Therapeutical

Assistant to University College Hospital.

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL
ELECTRICITY

;
(with a Compendium of Electrical Treatment trans-

lated from the French of Dr. Onimus). With more than loo Illustra-

tions, 8vo, 5s.

" Mr. De Watteville's Introduction seems really to supply a want, and is calculated to

be exceedingly useful to practitioners who have little time to consult large works and wish
a short, clear, and accurate summary of what is known on the subject. It is an exceed-

ingly able of the physical questions involved in applying electricity medically, and
contains also a number of practical hints which will be found of great advantage to those
who intend occupying themselves with the various applications of electricity in general
practice.”

—

Practitioner, Feb., 1879.

"We can honestly recommend the book to our readers as an admirable practical guide
to electro-therapeutics It impresses one as the work of a writer thoroughly conver-
sant with his subject, theoretically and practically. There is a wholesome rational tone
throughout, which stands in refreshing contrast to the spirit of many treatises on medical
electricity.”

—

Dub. Med. Jour., Aug. 1878.

“This little book will, we believe, be of great use to many The object of M. de
Watteville appears to be to give a more definite basis than that which has hitherto been
given in books on Medical Electricity, to the superstructures which have been raised there-
on with regard to the ascertained facts of the behaviour of electrical currents

;
and, further

to supply minute and specific directions as to the mode of their appliance in the treatment
of disease. ...In respect of the medical application of electricity he has furnished
clearly, directions as to the form, force, and locality of such applications, and has enriched
his book with copies of woodcuts, exhibiting very plainly the points to which the electric
current should be applied We heartily commend the book to the careful study of those
who are interested in Electro-Therapeutics."

—

Dr. Russell Reynolds, F.R.S., in Brain.
J uly, 1878.

W. SPENCER WATSON, f.r.c.s. eng., b.m. lond.
Surgeon to the Great Northern Hospital ; Surgeon to the Royal South London Ophthalmic

Hospital.

DISEASES OF THE NOSE AND ITS ACCESSORY
CAVITIES. Profusely Illustrated. Demy 8vo, i8s.

“ The reader will be tolerably sure to find all that he looks for in Mr. Spencer Watson’s
volume

;
and we must say that in the practical part of it he will not be disappointed. . It

is well done, clear and full On the whole the work is one very creditable to the author
and very useful as a book of reference in this department of surgery." Brit, Med Jour *

“We are sure that the voice of the profession will be uttered in no uncertain tones of
praise and satisfaction at his production. It stands by itself, the leading monograph upon
this subject. Nowhere can the practitioner turn to find more completely under his eye all
that the field embraces."-Al«ii!r. Jour 0/ Medical Sciences. ^ ’

“
if.

^ Volume—well printed well illustrated, with a good index. Its authorhas spared himself neither time nor trouble Mr. Watson having gleaned all that hefound good in other wnters-English, French, and German-has added in many placesvaluable experience of his own."—Practitioner. ^ places

II.

EYEBALL-TENSION, ITS EFFECTS ON THE SIGHT
AND ITS TREATMENT. With woodcuts, p. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

to the'^Lfnf^'^VbU valuable andto the point.... ..this little work is a clear and concise statement of some of the
pathology and treatment of glaucoma."— Med. Journal

i...
recommend the book to the profession as the best monograph on the inh.language.”

—

New York Medical Record, Oct. 25th, 1870.

fr, t

^.pubhcaticn of such a nature as this will encourage many a hardworked oractitinnerto look into the subject much more narrowly than when presented inTlesfLndv fo^^^^say in one of the large text-books "-Medical Times, Dec. 13th, 1879.

HI.

ON ABSCESS AND TUMOURS OF THE ORBIT. Post
8vo, 2s. 6d.
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DR. F. WINCKEL.
Formerly Professor and Director of the Gynacological Clinic at the University of Rostock.

THE PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF CHILD-
BED: A Treatise for Physicians and Students. Translated from the
Second German edition, with many additional notes by the Author
by J. R. Chadwick, M.D., 8vo, 14s,

“ This treatise which has been the standard one of its kind in Germany, bids fair to
take a distinguished piace as an authority in this country The work wiil be found to be
of the greatest vaiue to the practitioner."

—

Medical Record.
" There is abundant evidence of thoughtfui consideration and care throughout so as to

piace before the reader oniy what is profitabie and capabie of proof from reason’ and ex-
perience. The absence of specuiative and iiterary padding is a charming recommendation
in the present day and one which wiii go far to increase the popularity of a work which wemay justly hope will be extensively read."—Birmingham Medical Review.

EDWARD WOAKIES, m.d., lond.
Surgeon to the Ear Department of the Hospital for Diseases of the Throat and Chest; and

Surgeon to the Hospital.
'

ON DEAFNESS, GIDDINESS AND NOISES IN THE
HEAD. Second Edition, revised and enlarged, with additional Illustra-

tions, crown 8vo, ys.

"The early demand for a fresh edition of Dr. Woakes’ little volume is a sufficient
criticism of its merits No brief summary of his views could do full justice to the co-
gency and subtlely of his reasons. We prefer to commend the whole work to the thought-
ful perusal of all intelligent medical practitioners who desire to rise above the level of mere
routine empiricism.”

—

Lancet, August 28th, 1880.

“ This work demands the full attention of all aural surgeons ... it is thoroughly original
and introduces, in a truly scientific spirit, a great many new observations and new ideas.’

Dr. Weber-Liel, in Monatsshriftfur Ohrenheilkunde.

“ This book, although small, is evidently the result of much careful thought and obser-
vation .... We cordially recommend the work as original and suggestive, and as being
likely to prove very useful in explaining both the causation of symptoms otherwise
puzzling, and their appropriate treatment.”

—

Practitioner.

E. T. WILSON, B.M. oxoN., f.r.c.p. lond.

Physician to the Cheltenham General Hospital and Dispensary.

DISINFECTANTS AND HOW TO USE THEM. In
Packets of one doz. price is.

The importance of Disinfection is now fully understood
;

there seems,

however, to be a danger lest an ignorant or an inperfect employment of

disinfecting substances may lead to a misplaced feeling of security. The
right choice of a disinfectant and the manner of its use are important ele-

ments in its successful application. In Dr. Wilson’s little card full direc-

tions are given as to the strength of the various disinfecting solutions, also

how and when to use them. To these are added rules, clear and concise,

for the guidance of nurses and others in charge of the sick—with a list of the

legal restrictions placed on infected persons.

The card will be found peculiarly suitable for heads of families, clergymen,

and nurses ;
or for distribution amongst the artizans and tradesmen of our

larger towns.

"On the subject of disinfectants, the reader is referred to ‘Disinfectants and how to

use them,’ by Dr. Edward Wilson of Cheltenham. The directions are printed upon cards,

which are sold in packets of 12 for is., published by Mr. Lewis, 136 Gower Street. These

cards should be in the possession of all medical practitioners, clergymen, and others, whose

duty and desire it is to prevent as much as possible the spread of contagious diseases.

From Dr. Lionel Beale’s Work on Disease Germs. 1872, p. 298.
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Published Monthly.

THE GLASGOW MEDICAL JOURHAL. Edited by

Joseph Coats, M.D. Subscribers 20s. per Annum. Separate nos. 2 S.

each. A specimen number forwarded on receipt of 24 stamps.

TRANSACTIONS OP THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
OF PHILADELPHIA. Vols. I to IV. Third Series (1875 to 1879).

With Illustrations, royal 8vo, los. 6d. each.

clinicaIj charts for temperature obser-
vations, &c. Arranged by W. Rigden, M.R.C.S. Price 7s. per

100, or IS. per dozen.

Each (;hart is arranged for four weeks, and is ruled at the back for making notes of
cases

;
they are convenient in size, and are suitable both for hospital and private practice.

CASE BOOKS.

Case-books with Outlines for Notes of Cases of Diseases of the Chest.

Post 4to, 2s. and 4s.

II.

Case-books with Outlines for Notes of Cases of Diseases of Women.
Large post 4to, 2s. 6d. and 5s.



THE NEW SYDENHAM SOCIETY.
President—Sm William Gull, Bart., M.D., F.E.S.
Hon. Secretary— Jonathan Hutchinson, Esq.

'Treasurer—W. Sedgwick Saunders, M.D.

The publications of this Society comprise translations of important

Continental works, and also reprints of valuable standard English authors.

Among other works issued are the following : those with prices affixed may
be had separately : others, only by subscription for the years in which they

are published.

TROUSSEAU.
LECTURES ON CLINICAL MEDICINE, Delivered at the Hotel Dieu,

Paris. By Professor Trousseau. Translated from the Third Edition

by Sir John Rose Cormack. 5 vols., 21s.

STRICKER.

MANUAL OF HUMAN AND COMPARATIVE HISTOLOGY.
By S. Stricker. Translated by Mr. Power. 3 vols., 31s. 6d.

RINDFLEISCH.

A MANUAL OF PATHOLOGICAL HISTOLOGY
By Proiessor Rindfleisch (Bonn). Translated by Dr. Baxter.

2 vols. (Vol. 2 only separately, 5s.)

HEBRA.

ON DISEASES OF THE SKIN,
themata. By Professor Hebra.

Hilton Fagge, Dr. J.
Pye-Smith

Vols. I to 4, separately, 21s.

'NIEMEYER.

i5SSv‘S^-Tra„s.a«d by Da. as. 6d.

WUNDERLICH.

fiN THE TFMPERATURE IN DISEASES : A MANUAL OF

MEDICAI THERMOMETRY^ By Dr. C. A. Wunderlich. Leipzig.

Translated by Dr. Woodman.

VOLKMANN.

^^^By^vI^ioir'Srm^aPprofessors, from Professor Volkmann’s Series,

(Halle). Vols. i and 2, 5s. each.

INCLUDING THE EXAN-
Translated and edited by Dr.

and Mr. Waren Tay. 5 vols.

ON

AN

donders.

THF anomalies of accommodation and REFRAC-

JtoM op the eye

V

With a preliminary essay on physiological
ALLUlUlUULIrt. I u

tTON of the EYE: With a preliminary essay on physiological

dioptrics. Translated by Dr. W. D. Moore, 7s. 6d.

OF PATHOLOGY.
.

I. and II. Diseases of the Kidne>.ATLAS
Fasciculi

Annual Subscription One guinea

S) ^e:;-Tl4e Guineas.

_ „ T TWIS 136 GOWER STREET.
LONDON: H. K. LEWIS., 100
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